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 Recently, the ability of the recognition systems to recognize gestures 
produced by human increases because of the advancement of the decision-

making algorithm or the classifier. However sometimes the systems miss 
recognize the unknown gesture because the decision-making algorithm is in 
chaotic. The situation happens when the unknown gesture brings high 
similarity values compared with gestures stored in the database. Therefore, 
by adding a knowledge context of the gesture could reduce the chaotic and 
the systems output precise decision. The study proposes to employ the 
concept of ontology in the recognition of the arm gesture; however, this 
paper discusses the development of the attribute domain of the arm gesture. 

The attribute domain is defined as a stage where all the characteristic arm 
movement are presented. The characteristic arm movements are the features 
of the geometrical gesture. All the features are stored as the elements of the 
attribute domain. The relations among the elements must be formed and 
analyzed. Two analyses are conducted, which are the statistical and the 
precision measures. The statistical results have statistically significant to 
classify 9 registered gesture. Moreover, the precision measure is successfully 
removing the common data for all 9 gestures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) becomes one of the communication tools in the era of industrial 

revolution 4.0. It is evolving from the cursor applications on desktop computers to the advancement of new 

technology. The modern HCI application utilizes human motion, such as gait pattern, facial expression and 

gesture. In the future, smartphone interaction, television manipulation, games control, and electric vehicles 

manipulation will use body gestures as the medium for the interaction.  

Latest research reported, one of the latest technologies utilized by the researchers to interact with the 

human gesture is Kinect sensor [1-3, 21]. The ability of the Kinect systems to recognize and track dynamic 

movement of human body is suitable for gaming and medical sciences applications.  

Previously, most of the researchers focus on investigating various type of sensors to record the 

upper body movement including the arm. The various features from arm movements are extracted and 
investigated to increase the accuracy of the decision-making systems to recognize human gesture [4-9].  

The study proposes to employ the concept of ontology in the recognition of the arm gesture; 

however, this paper discusses the development of the attribute domain of the arm gesture. The attribute 
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domain is defined as a stage where all the characteristic arm movement are presented [10]. The characteristic 

arm movements are the features of the geometrical gesture. Qualisys Track Manager System (QTM) is used 

in the experiments. Ten (10) subjects are chosen to perform the gestures with the repetition of 10 trials for 

each. One (1) marker is attached to the right hand and the subject is asked to perform the gesture. QTM 

produces three-dimensional coordinate data in x-, y- and z- axes of the moving marker. The acquired 3D data 

are used to analyze the attribute domain of geometrical gesture. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works of the research. Section 3 

describes the proposed research methodologies. Section 4 discusses the finding of the research and the 
conclusions of the research works are discussed in section 5. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Ontology system can be applied in various field of study. In 2013, H. Fujita develop a medical 

databased called as a reference ontology [14]. A subjective and objective attribute alignment is proposed and 

employed to create medical diagnosis systems. The alignment is pondered from medical ontology to rank the 

attribute for a decision making by using fuzzy reasoning. The intelligent reasoning system is used to develop 

Virtual Doctor System (VDR). In the meantime, S. Santos develops a system named Support System for 

Brain Tumor’s Therapeutic Planning (SATTC) by using of elicit attribute of brain tumor database to provide 

a complete reference system for a doctor, especially neurologist, neurosurgeon, radiologist and pathologist in 

order to decide the best treatment plan for the patient [15]. 
Apart from a medical science, the application of ontology also adopted in e-commerce systems. In 

2015, A. Horch by using product attributes to supply a comparison between all the prices in the online market 

[16]. This system can help online shoppers get the best price and as a reference to the online retailer to offer 

the best price to compete with another retailer.  

In the research of pattern recognition, there are several researchers conduct investigation on object’s 

shape by understanding the attributes of the object such as overall shape, holes, curvature, sharpness and 

smoothness of the object or sculpture [17-18]. F. Fouhey defines a set of 3D shape attributes included 

planarity, symmetry and occupied space to deduce all the common 3D shape properties by the exterior 

appearance. R. Brath uses 3D object attribute to create guidance for information visualization in art [17]. 

Some of the attribute terminologies used are termination, closure, hole, curvature, added marks, angle  

and intersection.  
In ontology, attribute is defined as everything that exist and represent every concept that connected 

by sharing similar characteristic. The connection between these concepts is used to retrieve data and 

information [11-13, 22]. This paper discusses the development of the attribute domain of geometrical shape 

gesture. The information obtained from the literature review are referred to develop the attribute domain and 

is discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 

The flow of the research is shown in Figure 1. A set of geometrical shape gesture is used in the 

experiments. The attribute domain of ontology is designed by using data produced from the geometrical 

shape gesture. Geometrical shape as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Flow of the research  

 

Figure 2. Geometrical shape 

 

 

3.1.   Geometrical Shape Gesture 

Nine (9) geometrical shapes circle, number 8, eye, triangle, right triangle, diamond, rectangle, 

polygon and irregular polygon were selected to be performed by the subjects. The geometrical shapes gesture 
is shown in Figure 2 and is presented in (1). Qualisys Track Manager System (QTM) [19] was used in the 

experiments. Ten (10) subjects were chosen to perform the gestures with the repetition of 10 trials for each. 
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One marker was attached to the right hand and the subject was asked to perform the gesture. QTM produces 

three-dimensional coordinate data in x-, y- and z- axes of the moving marker.  

 

G ={circle, number 8, eye, triangle, right triangle, diamond, rectangle, polygon and irregular polygon} (1) 

 

3.2.   An Ontological Structure of Geometrical Shape Gesture Performer by the Right Hand 

In this research, by referring to Figure 3, an ontological structure is divided to three stages, which 

are knowledge, attribute and process domains [10]. All the processes until DG was produced in a knowledge 

domain as shown in Figure 4. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Three domains in the ontology approach [20] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Presentation of knowledge and attribute domains 

 

 

QTM produces 3D data of hand movements or the 3D position data of the moving marker (x, y, z). 

In the preliminary experiments, the significant of 3D data was investigated. The investigation results showed 
the depth data or z-axis was not significant and it was removed. 

The collected raw data from QTM were defined as position, PG = (PGx, PGy). The position data were 

processed by using resampling algorithm to produce distance, DG= (DGx, DGy) [20]. G is the registered 

gesture in the experiments.  

 

3.3.   Attribute Domain of Geometrical Shape Gesture, G 

Distance data G from the knowledge domain were further processed in the attribute domain. The 

attribute domain has data called element or attribute element. The elements of the attribute domain were 

velocity VG = (VGx, VGy) and acceleration AG = (AGx, AGy) as shown in (2) and (3), respectively.  
 

 

VG(n) = {DG(n+1)- DG(n)}/t (2) 

 

AG(n) = {VG(n+1)- VG(n)}/t  (3) 
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Where,  

n = number of data. 

t = time interval between two data. 

G = the registered gesture in the experiments. 

 

Moreover, x- and y-axes data were combined by using mathematical relation to form DGxy, VGxy, and AGxy as 

shown in (4), (5), and (6), respectively to increase data diversity. DGxy, VGxy, and AGxy are the movement of DG, 

the velocity VG and the acceleration AG of the hand as shown in Figure 4. 
 

DG = DGxy =√ (DGx2 + DGy2) (4) 

 

VG = VGxy =√ (VGx2+ VGy2) (5) 

 

AG = AGxy =√ (AGx2 + AGy2) (6) 

 

3.4.   Investigation of Attribute Element  

The attribute elements were built from 9 geometrical shape gestures G. In the data collection 

experiments, 10 subjects were selected to perform the gestures, and each gesture with 10 trials or repetition. 

In the preprocessing, each signal was resampled to 30 points. These data built the attribute elements. Two 

investigation conducted, which were a statistical analysis and a precision measure. 
A statistical analysis was conducted to test the redundancy of attribute element with reflect to 9 

registered gesture G. To test the redundancy or the significant level of attribute elements, an ANOVA method 

was used, which was a parametric statistical technique used to compare datasets. The analysis of variance in 

ANOVA was applied to compare two or more datasets by comparing means and the relative variance. This 

paper uses one-way ANOVA to find the significant measure between all the geometrical shape data. From 

the ANOVA reports, if P value is <0.05, so the null hypothesis can be rejected and mean significantly 

different than another group. 

A precision measure was used to investigate how close the distance between 2 set of data or dataset. 

The results are used investigate to group or to remove among set of data and are further explain in chapter 4. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1.   Element of Attribute Domain 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the presentation of 9 geometrical shape gestures in attribute domain, which 

are distance DG, velocity VG, and acceleration AG. G. Each gesture consists of 30 data points resulted from 

the resampling algorithm. Data are rescaled to the range of [0,1]. The purpose of rescaling is easier for the 

comparison between data. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 5. Presentation of Distance DG 

 

Figure 6. Presentation of Velocity VG 
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Figure 7. Presentation of Acceleration AG 

 

 

4.2.   Investigating Elements of Attribute Domain 

4.2.1   A Statistical Investigation 

Figure 8 shows the ANOVA results for all three tested datasets and is summarized in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. ANOVA Results 
Features p-value Actual p-value F-statistic 

DG < 0.001 6.93 x10
-61

 38.16 

VG < 0.001 7.9 x10
-85

 52.37 

AG < 0.001 7.2 x10
-16

 11.15 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. ANOVA results of DG, VG and AG 

 

 

By referring to Table 1, p-value for DG, VG and AG are less than 0.05, which mean that they are 

statistically significant between the selected 9 geometrical shape gestures. On the other hand, F-statistic 

shows the velocity dataset possess highest value followed by distance. Acceleration datasets gives the lowest 

F value, but still significant where F > 1. 
 

4.2.2   A Precision Measures Investigation 

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the results plotted based on 3 precision measure’s tools, which are the 

range of a maximum and minimum, a mean and a standard deviation for DG, VG and AG. Each signal 

represented by 30 resampled points. The points have the similar characteristic if they are placed close to each 

other. The round marker in Figure 9 shows that resampled point #1 and #30 have similar characteristic. 

Consequently, both points can be place in the same group. The round marker in Figure 10 shows that the 

resampled point #2 and #30 have similar characteristic. The triangle marker shows that the resampled points 

are place away from each other in the space. Consequently, further investigation is conducted to find out the 

differences between them. 
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Figure 9. Precision measure for distance dataset 

 

Figure 10. Precision measure for velocity dataset 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Precision measure for acceleration dataset 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this paper is to propose the methods for designing the attribute domain of arm that 

presents geometrical shape gesture. The attribute domain is one of the elements from ontology framework. 

The elements of an attribute domain are defined as distance (DG), velocity (VG), and acceleration (AG) of the 

hand. The elements are designed by using arm movements data collected by using Qualisys Track Manager 

System (QTM). The data are pre-processed by using resampling and normalizing algorithms before forming 

the attribute elements. The relations among the elements must be formed and analyzed. Two analyses are 

conducted, which are the statistical and the precision measures. The results from both analyses show that the 

proposed methods are significant to represent knowledge of the registered gesture. In the future, the research 

will be continued by building the process domain where it will be combined with Fuzzy technique to 

recognize arm gesture. 
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